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A short history of Open Dialogue

- Yrjö O. Alanen & al, ”Need Adapted Treatment”.
- In Turku, Finland.
- Western Lapland, sad statistics turn to research projects & supervision & OD principals.
- Research by Jaakko Seikkula, Jukka Aaltonen et. al, close co-work with Tom Andersen of Tromssa.
∗ It’s nothing more horrifying to a word
∗ – that been left without an answer.
∗  Mikhael Bakhtin

∗ To be answered / responded, is an basic need
∗  of human been.

∗ Human processes can’t be controlled one way.
Towards a more humanistic psychiatry: Development of need-adapted treatment of schizophrenia group psychoses.
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The Key Elements of Dialogic Practice in OpenDialogue
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